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Accounting (ATAR Subject)

BUSINESS SUBJECTS

Accounting teaches useful life-long skills

Business Communication and Technologies (ATAR Subject)

Business Communication & Technology 
- best of both worlds

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Behind every business, there is an Accountant.  Whether the Accountant is employed as the manager, to do the books, or work out 
tax, having bookkeeping skills can make you a valuable employee.  Evidence of the importance of having Accounting skills can be 
seen in the growth in Accounting / Business subjects at University 
and TAFE over the last decade.

Accounting offers students a practical subject for the ‘real world’.  
Whether you decide to become a tradesperson, a professional, a 
banker, or have a job within the retail / wholesale sector, Accounting 
will teach you life long skills that will be useful and valuable to your 
chosen career.  Accounting will give students the ability to undertake 
bookkeeping skills, understand financial statements, and also how to 
make informed investment decisions within the business world.

ASSESSMENT  
The assessment criteria consist of Knowledge and Procedural 
Practices, Interpretation and Evaluation, and Applied Practical 
Processes.  Assessment is done by examination and to a lesser 
extent assignments.

PREREQUISITES  
Nil, although a Sound ‘C’ pass in Year 9 Maths is recommended.  
Study in the Business Area in Year 9 would be an advantage.

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Business Communication & Technologies (BCT) offers opportunities to engage with and understand both theoretical and practical 
aspects of a range of business situations in the private and public sectors. The subject aims to provide students with meaningful 
learning experiences in real-life and life-like business settings. In BCT, students examine the dynamics of different business contexts 
and the broader social, cultural and environmental implications of business activities. This study of business provides students with 
opportunities to successfully carry out a variety of business transactions and to develop the communication skills that are essential 
for quality staff and customer relations.

BCT demands that students engage in learning activities requiring higher-order cognition to analyse, evaluate and propose 
recommendations from the perspectives of an employer, employee or self-employed individual across a range of business situations. 

 
The topics include:

• Business environments
• Industrial relations
• International business communication
• Workplace health, safety and sustainability
• Managing workplace information 
• Workplace communication
• Work teams
• Organisational skills
• Computer operations

The contexts for learning and assessment in BCT are: public 
administration, legal, banks and other financial institutions, tourism 
and hospitality, real estate, mining, political, events management, 
technical (e.g. manufacturing, construction, engineering, 
architecture), insurance, health and wellbeing, retail, travel, rural, 
media, and entertainment.

ASSESSMENT  
Nambour Christian College uses a wide range of assessment techniques to determine the relationships between student 
achievement and the exit criteria of the course (knowledge and understanding, investigating business issues and evaluating business 
decisions). 

These assessment techniques consist of: examinations, assignments, multimedia presentations and practical demonstrations.

PREREQUISITES  
Nil

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
The Legal Studies course covers a wide range of topics which are designed to give each student a sound working knowledge of the 
legal system in Australia.  

Topics covered in the course include:

1. The Legal System

2. Criminal Law

3. Civil Obligations

4. Employment Law

5. Technology and the Law

6. Independent Study

7. Family Law

8. Human Rights

9. International Law

ASSESSMENT  
The assessment criterion consist of Knowing and Understanding the Law, Investigating the Law and Responding to the Law.  
Assessment will be a combination of short answer tests, essays, assignments and oral presentations.

PREREQUISITES  
A Sound Achievement in English is desirable as all assessment work includes a Communication grade.

Legal Studies (ATAR Subject)

Legal Studies incorporates a 
number of aspects of the law 
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Information technology refers to the creation, manipulation, storage, retrieval and communication of information and to the range 
of technological devices and systems used to perform these functions.  The course of study emphasises problem identification and 
solution rather than the use of specific applications.  It is an intellectual discipline that involves a study of information and intelligent 
systems, software and system engineering, human–computer interaction, and the social and ethical issues associated with the use of 
information technology. 

What Do Students Learn?

Information Processing and Technology has the following topics: 

•  Social and Ethical Issues encourages students to develop 
an appreciation and understanding of the impact that 
developments in information technology have on themselves 
and communities worldwide.  As many of the issues to be 
discussed in this topic are controversial, student learnings 
focus on activities that acknowledge that judgments made 
about such issues are debatable and value-based.  To make 
valid judgments about social and ethical issues, students 
should be able to collect information from a variety of sources, 
analyse it and use it as a basis to form opinions.  Opinions 
need to be critically evaluated, compared with other opinions, 
and expressed in a variety of ways.  Communication of ideas 
and information in a variety of genres is critical to an effective 
coverage of this topic.

•  Human–Computer Interaction makes students aware 
that we are surrounded by many interfaces to technological 
systems that affect how people come to understand the 
workings of information and communication technology systems and the ways they communicate with these systems.  It enables 
students to know about different types of interfaces; to understand that interfaces stand as layers to assist in the interaction 
between people and computers and that they should be approached from different perspectives; to appreciate the value of 
good interface design in effective human and computer interaction; to recognise the fundamental importance of user-centred 
design when building new interfaces; and to elicit some principles of good interface design so that they can incorporate them in 
their own productions.  Most student productions in information systems and software engineering will involve interaction with 
people as clients. 

•  Information and Intelligent Systems introduces a formal model to describe the architecture of information and intelligent 
systems, presents a methodology for the development of these systems, and allows students to implement these to produce 
working information and intelligent systems.  The emphasis placed on the design and implementation of information and 
intelligent systems requires that good speaking, listening and writing skills be developed. 

•  Software and System Engineering involves the study of software development and computer   systems. Students will gain 
some expertise and skills in the design, development and evaluation of computer programs that solve practical problems. 
Students will also gain knowledge of computer systems architecture and operating systems. 

How do Students Learn ?

In studying Information Processing & Technology, students engage in a wide variety of practical and theoretical learning experiences.  
These include retrieving information from databases; designing, implementing, testing, evaluating and writing documentation for 
information systems and other computer programs; participating in class discussions, role-plays, dilemmas and scenarios; examining 
and investigating programs that learn; constructing and controlling robotics devices; and undertaking case studies to investigate 
existing or proposed systems. 

VOCATIONAL APPLICATIONS  
In studying Information Processing & Technology, students investigate the nature of, and methods associated with, information 
processing and related technologies, using a computer as the primary tool.  Such a study helps students cope with the rapid rate 
of change associated with information technology and to appreciate its impact on society and the individual. Students will be 
exposed to a variety of intellectual challenges involving distinctive approaches to problem solving, communication and a range 
of associated practical skills. The course touches many aspects of human life and finds itself drawing upon, and being applied 
to, diverse fields of study. Consequently, the study of this course will contribute in a significant way to the general education of 
students, whether or not they intend proceeding to further studies or employment specific to information technology. 

ASSESSMENT  
Assessment techniques include written tasks involving short and extended written responses, tests and examinations, practical 
exercises, oral presentations and projects.

Information Processing & Technology (ATAR Subject)

COMPUTING SUBJECTS

Information Processing and Technology
touches many aspects of human life
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Drama is an invaluable subject.  Students learn not only about theatre and drama itself, but have the opportunity to develop an 
understanding of themselves and the world.  Drama is learning about life-skills, social skills, language skills, confidence in public 
and for vocational ends.  During the course, students develop confidence in themselves while simultaneously developing a solid 
understanding of the history and techniques of theatre.

VOCATIONAL APPLICATIONS  
Drama is not limited to those who aspire to a career in the performing arts (acting, stage management, design, playwriting etc).  It 
is a subject for any student interested in theatre, communication, group dynamics and improving their individual confidence and 
communication skills.

YEAR 10 UNITS

a) Pen from Performance: Text Analysis 
Students get to explore character development through improvisation and examining the workings of a play script. They then 
respond as a director, allowing them to develop both an analytical and creative interpretation of a published play text.

b) Time for the Tragic: Greek Tragedy 
Working as an ensemble is pivotal to effective Drama performances. In this unit, students learn to work effectively as a member of 
a chorus with a strong focus on movement and vocal production to present a classical Greek tragedy.

c) Treading the Boards:  Collage Drama 
In this semester long unit, students will design, rehearse and present a student-devised collage performance for a public audience. 
In preparation for this performance, students explore both the devising aspects of  dramatic performance as well as preparing for 
an audition. In addition, students learn the technical side of the stage, being trained in aspects such as costume/make-up design, 
lighting and stage management and many other aspects required for the back-stage workings of a public performance.

YEAR 11 UNITS

a) Down to Earth:  Realism and Performance 
What does it take to turn a published play script into a stage 
performance? This semester long unit takes students on this journey, 
developing understanding of character, rehearsal and auditioning 
preparation and then bringing a text to life on the stage. Including in 
this unit is a strong focus on connecting with character to enhance the 
overall dramatic meaning of a performance.

b) Breaking New Ground - Brechtian/ Contemporary political 
theatre 
Drama can be used not only to entertain but also to educate. In this 
unit, students ‘get a voice’ and have the opportunity to speak through 
the Epic theatre style to communicate a social message to their cohort.

c) A Splash of Colour: Comedia del Arte 
Comedy has come a long way and through the use of some very 
colourful stock characters, students devise comedy skits to have their 
class-mates ‘laughing out loud’… LOL.

YEAR 12 UNITS

a) Cultivating the Classics: Shakespeare and Cinematic theatre 
What’s better that a beautiful piece of Classical theatre? Combining it with ultra modern technological styles to enhance the 
performance. Students develop a cinematic concept to integrate into a Shakespearean story for a live performance. 

b) Tangled Vines: Australian Gothic/ Verbatim and Physical theatre. 
When the roots are made bare, the true nature can be seen. By exploring aspects of Australia’s dark past through the Verbatim and 
Physical theatre styles, students are challenged to examine the view-points and develop an appreciation for the real lives of other 
Australians, both past and present.

c) Weeding out the Truth: Absurdism 
What if there was nothing to believe in? The existential philosophy behind this unit allows students to explore other world-views 
represented in the theatre and end the year with a true realisation that our lives do indeed have a significant purpose.

ASSESSMENT  
A variety of assessment techniques are used to measure student achievement in the three dimensions of Forming, Presenting and 
Responding.

Forming Tasks include tasks such as the preparation of text for performance, improvisation, directing, designing, play building and 
script writing.
Presenting Tasks include performances of student devised drama and scripted text.
Responding Tasks are written responses to live performances in the genre of essays and oral seminars.
Tasks are a balance of both practical and written work and all work is assessed individually, even if presented in a group format.

PREREQUISITES  
There are no specific prerequisites for Senior Drama.  The study of Year 9 Drama and a Sound Achievement ‘C’ in English is 
recommended.

Drama (ATAR Subject)

CREATIVE & PERFORMING ARTS SUBJECTS

Drama explores a variety of theatre styles and allows 
students to develope character and communication 

confidence skills
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Film, Television and New Media is a two year course that 
focuses on many aspects of film making.

In Film, Television and New Media 
students learn how to use a variety of 
film making equipment and software 

Film, Television and New Media (ATAR Subject)

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
The two-year course involves students in the viewing, analysis and making of visual, audio/or aural and interactive texts.  Students 
explore digital technologies and become familiar with screen language and the codes and conventions of film making including 
cinematography, sound and editing.

YEAR 10 UNITS

a) Special Effects in Film 
Students explore the history of special effects in film and how 
advancements in technology have changed the way films are produced 
today. Post-production visual effects are studied, and students will apply 
these techniques to design and produce a short film. Students get hands-
on with various components including green screen, special effects make-
up, and software including Adobe After Effects. 

b) Music Videos: Pump Up the Volume 
Students analyse various music videos to determine how representations, 
symbolism, technical codes and promotional tools are used to send 
messages to a target audience. Students create a storyboard and a 
proposal before utilizing camera and editing technologies to complete 
a music video.

YEAR 11 UNITS 
a) The Camera as the Eye 
Students are introduced to film and television language in viewing and critiquing scenes from classic and contemporary films. 
Students create a storyboard, short film, and Director’s commentary.

b) Screen Genres: Hollywood on the Edge 
Students investigate a variety of genres and how stories are constructed through the Hollywood classical system.  Scriptwriting is 
introduced and students create a short film in small groups.

YEAR 12 UNITS 
a) Reflection of a Nation through Film 
Students discover the history of Australian film and how economical and social factors have affected its industry.  Australian 
documentaries are also investigated, and students apply documentary techniques to design and produce a short documentary.

b) Propaganda and Media Persuasion 
Students analyse a number of historical propaganda pieces, and explore contemporary propaganda and advertising in designing 
and creating an advertisement.

c) Other Voices and Visions 
Students view several European experimental film movements, such as; Surrealism, Avant Garde, Italian Neo-realism, contemporary 
French and Italian cinema and Expressionism.  The stylistics and conventions of these movements are explored and students have a 
choice to create either a short experimental film, or a negotiated script, or a critique task.

VOCATIONAL APPLICATIONS  
This course prepares students for entry into Media Studies, Advertising, Digital Design, Journalism, and Film and Television 
Production at various Tertiary Institutions as well as endeavouring to have students become visually literate.  Media literacy is a 
valuable asset for many career paths.

ASSESSMENT  
Assessment is based on three main components:

• Critique (written tasks, oral presentations)

• Design (scripting, storyboarding), and 

• Production (short films/animations)

Tasks are both individual and group based (although students will 
receive an individual mark for group work in Production tasks).  

These assessment tasks allow for a variety of skills to be assessed 
within the visual production medium.

PREREQUISITES  
At least a Sound Achievement ‘C’ in English is strongly advised for 
entry into the course.
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Music (ATAR Subject)

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Our lives are enhanced by a multitude of musical styles every day – for entertainment, relaxation, inspiration, enlightenment and 
enrichment.  Students studying Music in Year 10 are being prepared for the requirements of the senior syllabus by developing higher 
order thinking and advanced skills in the area of music analysis, composition and performance.  Senior Music is an intellectually 
exciting subject that aims to challenge students to fully understand and explore the complex craft behind music that impacts our 
emotions.  Students develop skills not only in understanding and critiquing the music they hear, or performing famous pieces of 
music but also in creating their own music. 

Units of Work studied in Year 10:

• World Music - From African rhythms to unusual Asian 
instruments and their influence on music today, students 
explore various styles of music and instrumentation from 
around the world. 

• Jazz - Students study the various forms of Jazz music from 
its roots to contemporary jazz styles and its influence on 
music today.

• Music of the Classics - Students examine the classical 
music genres and examine the musical elements throughout. 
Discovering how many melodies heard today come from the 
classics and why these have stood the test of time. 

• TV Music - Students explore music heard on and written 
for TV. From theme songs to back ground music, students 
discover how composers have deliberately manipulated the 
elements of music to specifically suit a show.

Year 11 and 12 Music cultivates appreciation of a wide range of musical styles, through units such as: 

•  Film Music - students study the tools composers use to portray certain emotions and themes in their music, with a particular 
focus on Film Music Compositions. Students learn to compose their own film scores to video footage, perform within the genre 
and analyse scores to understand the musical techniques used.

•  The Master’s Hand - students study the great master composers throughout the Baroque, Classical and Romantic eras and 
explore the development of compositional techniques used by these composers. Historical and social issues which impact music 
are also explored. Students composer, perform and analyse within these styles. 

•  Heaven Sent - a study of the development of sacred music from the Medieval Era through to our modern world. Church music 
exists in history in large quantities and various styles and genres. Students unearth our modern music’s heritage and learn to 
explore their own style of expression through composition and performance.. 

•  Changing Tides - like any art form, music composers challenged rules and genres in an attempt to exert their own creativity. This 
unit explores revolutionary composers such as Debussy and Stravinsky and how they impacted the development of music from the 
early 20th Century to today. Students learn to write in the styles of these great composers as well as perform and analyse their 
works.

•  London’s West End - Musical Theatre is a unique style and genre of music which has a long history and is currently still very 
popular. Students learn to create, perform and analyse in this style.

•  Australian Music - a study of Australia’s successes in the Music industry with a special focus on our modern day composers.

VOCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 

The music and associated entertainment industries provide a vast array of opportunities for employment.  Music performance 
is a demanding area in itself; however, there are opportunities for composing music for film and television, various computer 
applications, research, etc.  Other professions include teaching, school based / private tuition, management – band / record company, 
events / entertainment coordination etc.  Within the Christian sector, opportunities exist for full-time music ministry. 

ASSESSMENT  
Students are assessed on their skill development over the two years, in the three areas of Musicology, Composition & Performance.

PREREQUISITES  
Music in Years 9 would be a definite advantage however it is not mandatory.  The subject often proves quite challenging for students 
who are not currently learning an instrument or have never attempted composing or analysing music.  Therefore it is recommended 
that the student is learning an instrument or voice with regular tuition and is also involved in a musical ensemble within the College.
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Visual Art (ATAR Subject)

Art requires creative thinking and problem solving skills 

Music Extension (ATAR Subject) - Year 12 Only

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Music Extension is a subject which commences in Year 12.  The Music Extension Syllabus builds on the ‘experience of music’ 
framework of the senior Music Syllabus (2004).  In conjunction with the learning undertaken in Senior Music (the parent subject), 
students in Music Extension extend their learning through one of the three specialisations of Composition, Performance and 
Musicology. 

(Please note, students can only specialise in one of the strands and must continue in that strand until the completion of 
the course.)

Students electing to study this course should be extremely diligent and committed musicians with a passion for improving their 
areas of giftedness.  Students must be learning an instrument or 
voice privately and have reached a reasonable level of competency.  
Whilst specific levels are no longer a pre-requisite for entry into 
Music Extension, students must be experienced and competent 
musicians or they will find the subject’s assessment extremely 
challenging.  Students will be advised by their Senior Music teacher 
as to their suitability for the subject.

ASSESSMENT  
Students will be involved in both analytical investigations and 
expressing music ideas for an audience related to their chosen 
elective.

PREREQUISITES  
Year 11 Music is the prerequisite for entry into Music Extension 
and students must complete Year 12 Music and Music Extension 
concurrently.  

It is expected that students complete Year 10 Music prior to their 
commencement of Year 11 Music as this semester prepares them 
for the challenges of the Senior Music course.  

Students who elect Music Extension usually drop a subject (other 
than Senior Music) so they are not too overloaded. 

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
The Senior Art program involves a dynamic curriculum which requires creative thinking and problem solving through an Inquiry 
Learning Model (researching, developing, resolving and reflecting) in the making and appraising of artworks.  The course is structured 
around concepts, focuses and media choices to encourage creativity in a variety of diverse units.  Year 11 Art focuses on relevant 
concepts with teacher directed media choices; this expands to broader themes and own choice of media in Year 12.

YEAR 10 VISUAL ART 
This will be an introduction to art terminology, skills, and the elements of principles of Art as well as the Art concepts and units 
covered throughout the Senior Art Syllabus.  

YEAR 10 UNITS:

a) People and Colour: Students explore the abstract modern art 
movements of Fauvism, Expressionism, Abstract Expressionism and 
Futurism through the use of paint, learning how to manipulate the 
elements and principles of Art. 

Students create a portrait painting influenced by some of these 
modern art styles. 

b) People and Emotion: 
This ceramics unit explores the ways in which artists depict emotion 
through figurative sculpture. Elements and principles of art are 
applied to a 3 Dimensional Form. Students create a large, figurative, 
ceramic piece depicting an emotion. 

c) Beauty: 
This Semester long unit explores various print making media 
including: lino block printing, collagraphs, mono prints, solar plate 
etching and screen printing. Students work towards creating an 
artist book of their prints based upon their depiction of what is beautiful.
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YEAR 11 ART UNITS (12-13 weeks)

a) Reflection of Form 
Students examine the world around them exploring the variety of forms through 2D and 3D media. Students analyse artworks and 
create a body of works based upon their own research and development of their ideas.

b) Reflection of Place 
Students create an observational folio using a range of two-dimensional and three-dimensional media investigating how to 
compose a Body of Work. They will explore figurative and environmental themes using a variety of media along with analysing and 
critiquing artworks within historical and contemporary contexts.   

c) Position 
Students investigate a social comment of their choice through their third Body of Work utilising both two dimensional and three 
dimensional media to create several works, that will lead to constructing an art installation, performance piece, or ephemeral art 
piece.  Students will reflect on a range of artists and their works as well as their own work.

YEAR 12 ART UNITS (15 weeks) 
a) Scratching The Surface 
Students explore how to manipulate the surface of various media to create depth of meaning within an artwork.  Students explore 
two dimensional and three dimensional media of their choice in creating a Body of Work comprising of experimental and resolved 
pieces investigating a focus or concept of their choice.  Students also analyse artworks and discuss how to discover the deeper 
meanings within an artwork.

b) Spirituality 
Students explore their ideas of spirituality with a focus of their choice to construct a resolved Body of Work.  Students analyse 
artists who have explored their faith and release part of their soul in their work.

c) Specialisation 
In the final unit, students will either extend on one of their Body of Works, or choose to create a negotiated appraising task.

Materials are generally provided with the understanding that students choosing to work with unusual or specific materials that the 
College does not have will be required to purchase them at their own cost.

ASSESSMENT  
Students are assessed in practical work through: research, problem solving, use of visual language and skill with media.  Appraising 
tasks are assessed through criteria of understanding, analysis and synthesis, and language conventions.  Concepts are unit organisers 
that direct student learning and integrate making and appraising.  The concepts engage students in theme and media based art 
learning experiences.

Assessment pieces always incorporate the elements and principles of Art and encourage students to take creative risks.  Each Body 
of Work in Senior Art is accompanied by a visual diary in which students document their process steps.

PREREQUISITES 
Having studied Art in Years 9 is a major advantage to students wishing to study Senior Art.  Those students who do not have this 
previous Art experience will have to learn art terminology, skills, and the elements of principles of Art as well as deal with the Art 
concepts and units covered throughout the Senior Art Syllabus.  At least a Sound Achievement ‘C’ in English is strongly advised for 
entry into the course.

Visual Art (ATAR Subject) Cont...

Art is assessed through practical work 
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Senior Graphics is about solving design problems graphically and presenting graphical products. You will use a design process to 
identify and explore the design needs or opportunities of target audiences; research, generate and develop ideas; and produce and 
evaluate graphical solutions. You will solve graphical problems in at least two of three design areas: industrial design, graphic design 
and built environment (architecture, landscape architecture and interior design). 

Graphics contributes to your understanding and proficient use of technologies. It develops communication, analytical and problem-
solving skills.

As you study Graphics, you will learn to:

• use design processes in graphical contexts

• formulate design ideas and solutions using the design factors, which 
include: 

 – user-centred design 
 –  design elements and principles of design 
 – technologies 
 – legal responsibilities 
 – design strategies 
 – project management 
 – sustainability and materials 

• create and communicate design solutions in the form of graphical 
representations, including a range of sketches and drawings 

• Ability to print out designs via 2 Commercial quality 3D printers

• apply industry conventions where applicable

•  develop design solutions for a range of audiences, including corporate clients and end-users. 

As you develop and present graphical representations of ideas and solutions for design 
problems you will:

• sketch and draw freehand

• develop spatial cognition and visualisation
• produce technical graphical representations in 2-D and 3-D formats
• use existing and emerging technologies. 

You will plan and produce graphical representations in simulated real-world contexts. 
To do this, you will interpret, generate and create visual communications for particular 
purposes and audiences. You will then make judgments and justify decisions about the 
graphical representations you produce. 

VOCATIONAL APPLICATIONS  
A course of study in Graphics can contribute 4 credits toward the Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE), and establish a basis 
for further education and employment in the fields of graphic design, industrial design, built environment design (architecture, 
landscape architecture and interior design), engineering, urban and regional planning, surveying and spatial sciences, and building 
paraprofessionals.

For further information about future tertiary pathways, see QTAC’s Guide to Tertiary Courses www.qtac.edu.au/about-qtac/
publications.

ASSESSMENT  
Assessment in Graphics gives you opportunities to demonstrate the knowledge and understanding, analysis and application, and 
synthesis and evaluation applicable to solving design problems and representing ideas and solutions graphically.

In Graphics, assessment instruments include design folios and examinations. 

• Design folios record the design process you have used to solve a design problem. These folios will contain some written 
information, but will mostly consist of graphical representations of your ideas and solutions.

• Examinations will mostly require you to sketch and draw ideas and solutions in response to small design problems or aspects of 
larger ones.

In Year 12, you will be expected to complete at least four assessments, including at least two design folios and one examination.

PREREQUISITES  
It is strongly recommended that a student wishing to study Graphics in the senior years should have done it at middle school level.   

It is also strongly recommended that students have regular computer and internet access at home for CAD work and design 
research. 

Graphics (ATAR Subject)

DESIGN SUBJECTS

Graphics is considered an essential tool 
for all graphical design fields

Graphics encourages imaginative and creative 
problem solving and design
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT 
‘Furnishings’ is the subject that NCC have registered with the 
Qld Curriculum Assessment Authority (QCAA) to allow us to 
teach within the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF).  The 
curriculum is part of the National Training agenda and offers 
qualifications which are recognised across Australia.  This is exciting 
news for those students wanting their studies at school to have 
a direct contribution towards a job, or for those who just wish to 
gain some skills in woodworking/furniture making. 

Students studying this course will be working towards a ‘Certificate 
1 Furnishing’ MSF10113.

Some of the objectives of the course include: to gain skills and 
knowledge of the furnishing industry, to gain basic knowledge 
and skills in construction and assembly of furniture and finishing 
techniques generally associated with cabinet making.  Students will 
also gain skills in basic machining, hand and power tools.  Students 
will need to complete set theory to support all the practical elements 
of the course.

The types of projects we will be making include such things as a clock case, chess box / roll-top desk and vanity mirror.

All students will be required to complete ‘core’ units for the certificate requirements as set out by the AQF. 

Code Competency name Core/Elective

MSFFM1001 Construct a basic timber furnishing product Elective

MSFFM1002 Operate basic woodworking machines Elective

MSFPF1001 Complete a basic finishing product Elective

MSFFM2002 Assemble furnishing components Elective

MSMENV272 Participate in environmentally sustainable work practices Core

MSAPMOHS100A Follow OHS Procedures Core

MSMOPS101 Make Measurements Core

MSMSUP102 Communicate in the Workplace Core

MSMSUP106 Work in a team Core

    
VOCATIONAL APPLICATION  
The course provides the basis for entry into the furnishing industry by providing the opportunity to gain a Certificate 1 Furnishings 
MSF10113.  However, this course provides a very sound basis for the development of hand skills and knowledge in any practical area, or 
for those who just wish to gain some more skills in the woodwork field purely as a hobby.

ASSESSMENT  
All class projects will be assessed according to set criteria. There 
will be some theory.  Workbooks to be purchased and completed. 
Student interaction with the teacher, other students and the 
facilities including tools is also monitored and evaluated against set 
standards.

Students will also have the opportunity to complete a Certificate 
1 in Manufacturing (MSA10107) over the 2 years. The successful 
completion will enable students to gain 5 credit points towards 
their QCE.

PREREQUISITES  
It would be a definite advantage for a student to have studied 
Industrial Skills (Woodwork) previously, but this is NOT mandatory.

Light Manufacturing and Furnishings (Vocational Subject)- VET

Furnishings includes VET Certificate 1

The Jewelry Box is one of the projects
students complete in Furnishings
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INTRODUCTION  
Industrial Technology Skills (Manufacturing) is an Authority Registered Subject (no VET modules).

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT 
This is a practical ‘hands-on’ course which replaces the old ‘Industrial Technology Studies’ and offers students the opportunity to 
develop work, life and/or leisure skills integrating the areas of manufacturing, safety and technological processes within the selected 
units of study and projects.  The flexibility of this course is intended to allow students to gain some knowledge and skills in a number 
of different industry areas, rather than focus on one area.

In the delivery of this course, the units of study will be covered within industrial, domestic and/or recreational contexts.

a) Industrial 
This area would aim to develop practical knowledge and skills which might apply in an industrial environment.  Activities in 
industrial situations include manufacture, maintenance and repair.  The industrial environment encompasses many sectors which 
provide employment opportunities; for example:  Construction, Engineering, transport, mining and agriculture.

b) Domestic 
This area would aim to develop practical knowledge and skills which will allow students to enhance their personal living standard.  
The ability to perform routine maintenance and development tasks in the home is both economical and desirable.  Ultimately, 
success in such activities will provide students with a sense of pride and self worth, with the potential to transfer learned skills to 
other others.

c) Recreational 
This area would aim to develop practical knowledge and skills that might be used in a recreational context.  There is a need 
for broad-based and integrated skills which enhance safe enjoyment and use of leisure time and the potential development of 
interests.

Some of the projects students will be involved in for Year 11 and Year 12 will be:

• Planter Box   

• Display Cabinet

• Tool Making - Engineers Square/Dividers/Sliding Bevel

• Coffee Table

• Sheet Metal Tool Box

VOCATIONAL APPLICATION  
The course provides an ideal foundation for students to follow any 
practically based vocation from Tradespersons to Technicians. 

This is not a VET subject; however, many of the learnt skills may be 
used to further your studies at a TAFE or other institution towards a 
VET qualification.

ASSESSMENT  
Assessment will be based on the work completed within the 
workshops and some associated related theory contained within 
workbooks. These workbooks will be issued to students at the 
appropriate time

PREREQUISITES  
It would be a definite advantage for a student to have studied 
Industrial Technology previously, although it is NOT mandatory.

Industrial Technology Skills  (Vocational Subject)

Industrial Technology Studies is an ideal
foundation for practically based vocations
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English (ATAR Subject)
DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
English is used by most Australians to communicate with others in our culturally diverse communities.  As a major international 
language, it has power and influence in the world context.  Proficiency in English for all Australians enables them to share in and 
contribute to current and future local, national and global communities and cultures.

Students will engage with a wide variety of literary, mass media and everyday texts.  As they study the increasingly demanding texts 
that Senior English requires, students write, speak or sign, view, listen, and think critically.  In studying the texts of others, and in 
writing their own texts, students conceptualise, imagine, appreciate, experiment, speculate, reflect, make decisions, hypothesise, 
analyse and evaluate to enhance their ability to think, use language and make meaning.  They reflect on ways of being in the world, 
shape their identities, develop meaningful relationships with others, and express their ideas and feelings.  They are encouraged to 
gain pleasure from texts while developing understandings of the power of texts to influence, tell the stories of a culture and promote 
shared understandings. 

What do students learn?  At different times in its development, English has taken different focuses and this syllabus draws 
understandings from a range of approaches.  Students develop:

• a sense of cultural heritage and a grasp of factors that, in different cultures and at 
different times, cause particular texts, text types/genres and authors to be valued

• the skills, through focused study, that enable them to control and experiment with a 
range of language systems and associated genres and technologies

• an awareness of how their personal attitudes and beliefs relate to those operating 
within their culture, using this understanding to explore themselves and their 
relationship to the world through text studies

• an understanding of how texts reproduce, negotiate or challenge ways of thinking 
and being that are available in a culture at particular times, and why readers, viewers, 
listeners may make different readings from a text.. 

The range and balance in the texts that students read, listen and view, will include:
• literature (novels, short stories and poetry): traditional, contemporary, and literature in translation from a variety of cultures, 

including Australian, and across history
• scripted drama and drama performed as theatre
• reflective texts such as biographies, autobiographies and journals
• works produced specifically for older adolescents; popular culture; media and multimodal; the emergent technologies of 

hypermedia
• spoken and written everyday texts of work, family and community life.

How do students learn?  Students learn by working with language and texts.  Learning experiences in English are designed to 
cater for the diverse range of learning styles, interests and abilities of senior students.  They may include:

• individual, small group and whole class activities which encourage students to talk, to discuss, to be articulate and to be effective 
communicators

• workshops, conferencing, simulated contexts, e.g. improvisations
• real life contexts and guest speakers
• experts, e.g. tutorial sessions by other teachers, writers in residence.

Senior English encourages the use of computer-based technology such as web pages, the internet, the production of hyperlinked 
text and the use of electronic presentation of student work, for example, using PowerPoint displays.

VOCATIONAL APPLICATIONS  
Successful completion of the course enriches all of post-school life and is useful in numerous jobs from tour guide to linguist.

ASSESSMENT  
Assessment in Senior English is criterion-based and is designed to help students to demonstrate achievement in the objectives of the 
syllabus.  The criteria used are:

• understanding and responding to contexts
• understanding and controlling textual features, and 
• creating and evaluating meaning of texts.

Assessment is both written and spoken/signed.  In Year 12, students complete a minimum of three written tasks and two spoken/
signed tasks.  Written tasks include responses to literature, imaginative texts produced by students, and persuasive or reflective 
texts.  Spoken/signed assessment tasks may include dramatic re-creations, seminars, panel discussions, and addresses designed for a 
public audience, such as a Validictory Speech.  Spoken/signed tasks may include videotaped or multimodal presentations that include 
electronic and other visual material.  
Some assessment tasks are completed under test conditions, some using a combination of class and student time.

PREREQUISITES  
A minimum standard for a student to undertake English at Senior level is a Sound Achievement in both of the skills (written and 
spoken genres) in both Semesters.  Students who do not achieve this level study Essential English..

English offers a wide variety of literature

ENGLISH SUBJECTS
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INTRODUCTION  
Essential English is an Authority Registered Subject (no VET modules).

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Essential English is an alternative to Year 11 and 12 English.  It provides students with skills in communication and is a practical 
approach to English.  This subject concentrates on the essential English skills needed to enter the workforce.  It encompasses 
three main aspects including work, leisure and community.  Units taught cover topics such as interviewing techniques, rights and 
responsibilities, conflict resolution, self employment, career plans, success, youth culture, preparing a resume and many other 
important issues.  The practical skills that students learn in Essential English will help students feel confident about pursuing a career 
of their choice.

Essential English caters for all learning styles and the assignments are practical and useful for future reference.  

Real life contexts inform learning experiences in this subject and students benefit from interacting with guest speakers, where 
possible.

ASSESSMENT  
Students are expected to complete assignments on time and include such things as setting up a business, fundraising for a 
community cause, role playing a work situation, research on successful people and a day in an office.

Essential English (Vocational Subject)

Essential English teaches practical skills
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
The course in senior Hospitality Studies will look at a broad range of career options in the Hospitality industry. It will look at 
hospitality as a service industry & what this means to both employees & customers.

Subject areas to be studied will include kitchen production with reference to current cuisine trends such as religious & cultural 
influences, sourcing ingredients local to an area, & looking at special dietary needs of guests in an establishment such as gluten free, 
lactose intolerance & anaphylaxis which is becoming more prevalent in dining rooms across the industry today.

Students will look at food & beverage service working in cooperation with the current hospitality department. They will have 
practical opportunities to enhance their learning in the school dining room as well as in local eateries. 

Students will also look at the accommodation & tourism industry & how it services the wider population & what part it plays in the 
tourism industry both locally & globally. In this component students will investigate health & safety issues, ethics & conflict resolution 
& learn about servicing client & guest needs. They will also be instructed in aspects of reception skills necessary to work in all areas 
of the hospitality industry from accommodation providers to food outlets.

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment for this course will be an ongoing collection of information about student learning. Throughout the course students may 
be assessed in the following ways:

• Practical performance

• Research Essays

• Supervised short or extended answer tests

• Essays/reports

• Spoken research response

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT 
The Hospitality and Tourism Industries employ a great deal of the 
working population throughout Australia.

Both State and Federal Governments are increasing opportunities, 
with major growth in a variety of trades, especially Hospitality and 
Tourism.  The projections in Queensland indicate continuing growth 
in job and career opportunities.  Here on the Sunshine Coast, the 
demand for QUALITY trained and skilled Hospitality staff is growing 
at a rapid rate.  

As from 2015, Hospitality students may achieve multiple credit 
points towards their QCE, by studying any or all of the following: 

SIT10216 - Certificate I in Hospitality (2 CREDIT POINTS)

SIT20213 - Certificate II in Hospitality (4 CREDIT POINTS)

SIT20312 - Certificate II in Kitchen Operations (4 CREDIT PTS)

Students have the opportunity to gain a school-based Traineeship 
or Apprenticeship and earn an income whilst at school.

The skills learnt in the above courses also give the student an 
opportunity to start their career in the Hospitality Industry or 
gain further employment when leaving school. 

Each student will be expected to demonstrate the skills taught, 
in “live” situations, i.e. kitchen, restaurant, working on 
functions, restaurant services and Industry Placement.  This may 
be completed both ‘on & off the job’.

Nambour Christian College’s Hospitality Department has existing 
facilities, comprising a commercial kitchen, 100 seat restaurant 
with an additional alfresco dining area and a fully equipped 
non-alcoholic bar.

Hospitality (Vocational Subject)- VET

HOSPITALITY SUBJECTS

NCC Hospitality students benefit from
training in the very best of facilities

SIT10216    CERTIFICATE I IN HOSPITALITY

To be deemed competent each student needs to complete 6 units:
• 3 core units
• 3 elective units

CORE UNITS

BSBWOR203 Work effectively with others

SITXCCS001 Provide customer information and assistance

SITXWHS001 Participate in safe work practices 

ELECTIVE UNITS

SITXFSA001 Use hygienic practices for food safety

BSBWOR202 Organise and complete daily work activities 

SITHCCC001 Use food preparation equipment 

SITHCCC002 Prepare and present simple dishes

SITHKOP001 Clean kitchen premises and equipment

Hospitality Studies (ATAR Subject)
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The Hospitality Department has extended its facility to incorporate a Pastry/Bakery 
kitchen, Bakery and extra Restaurant space. 

The Pastry/Bakery course will be taught by Industry experienced Chef’s, a Pastry Chef 
and Restaurant Specialists and based on Industry expectations.

Students that want to study Hospitality, will need the correct ATTITUDE, motivation 
and commitment towards the subject allowing 
them to become “WORK READY”. 

Each student will be expected to complete at least two structured Industry Placements 
throughout their course.  

NCC Hospitality Department prides itself on quality outcomes and the students will benefit 
from the knowledge and experience gained.  These courses will provide students with the 
opportunity to participate in entry-level vocational education in Hospitality.  The course will 
assist students to make informed decisions with regard to career paths and facilitate life-long 
learning.  Students will be expected to keep a folio of class notes, recipes and enterprise 
planning and will be responsible for their own files, which are under lock and key.

The Hospitality Department will supply all ingredients needed for practical class work, 
however completed product will be available for sale to students, families and staff.

N.B: That excursions form part of the course, at some cost to the student.

Uniform: Each student will be expected to purchase a chef’s uniform from NCC as well as a 
Black Whipbird Polo Shirt, NCC Skull Cap and a green full length apron, from the Uniform 
Shop.

ASSESSMENT
Assessment is ongoing throughout the course and students can accelerate at their own pace.  Skills required to complete the 
Core Units of Competency will be assessed in a variety of ways, e.g. written assessments, online, assignments, oral assessments, 
observation of practical work, etc.

PREREQUISITES 
The student should possess a willingness to learn new skills and be committed to work in a team environment.  Students should also 
be aware that this course requires work outside of normal school hours.

Hospitality (Cont...)

SIT20213 CERTIFICATE II IN HOSPITALITY

To be deemed competent each student needs to complete 12 units:
• 7 core units
• 6 elective units

CORE UNITS

BSBWOR203 Work effectively with others

SITHIND002 Source and use information on the hospitality industry

SITHIND003 Use hospitality skills effectively

SITXCCS003 Interact with customers

SITXCOM002 Show social & cultural sensitivity

SITXWHS001 Participate in safe work practices

SITXFSA001 Use hygienic practices for food safety 

ELECTIVE UNITS

SITHFAB002 Provide responsible service of alcohol (Prerequisite)

SITXFSA001 Use hygienic practices for food safety (required)

SITHFAB004 Prepare and serve non-alcoholic beverages

SITHFAB005 Prepare and serve espresso coffee

SITHFAB007 Serve food and beverage

BSBFIA301 Maintain financial records

SITXFIN001 Process financial transactions

BSBITU201 Produce simple word processed documents

SITHCCC002 Prepare and present simple dishes

SITHCCC003 Prepare and present sandwiches

SITHCCC006 Prepare appetisers and salads

SIT20312  CERTIFICATE II IN KITCHEN OPERATIONS

To be deemed competent each student needs to complete 13 units:
• 8 core units
• 5 elective units

CORE UNITS

BSBWOR203 Work effectively with others

SITXFSA001 Use hygienic practices for food safety

SITXWHS001 Participate in safe work practices

SITHCCC001 Use food preparation equipment 

SITHKOP001 Clean kitchen premises and equipment

SITXINV002 Maintain the quality of perishable items*

SITHCCC005 Produce dishes using basic methods of cookery

SITHCCC011 Use cookery skills effectively 

ELECTIVE UNITS

SITHCCC002 Prepare simple dishes 

SITHCCC003 Prepare sandwiches 

SITHCCC006 Produce appetisers and salads

SITHCCC007 Produce stocks, sauces and soups

SITHCCC008 Produce vegetable, fruit, egg and farinaceous dishes
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT

The Retail Pastry/Baking employs a great deal of people within the Hospitality and Retail Industry.  As there is a huge shortage of 
staff in the Baking/Pastry Industry nationally, Nambour Christian College (NCC) applied and was successful in gaining funding for 
a professional standard ‘Trade Skills Centre’ to service this area and therefore expand our Hospitality Department.  Students in 
the course will be able to complete two x Certificate II qualifications and therefore may be able to gain 8 credit points toward the 
‘Queensland Certificate of Education’ (QCE), subject to other conditions.

There are projections in Australia that there is strong growth in job and career opportunities including the Sunshine Coast, 
throughout Queensland and Nationally.  There is a huge demand for QUALITY trained and skilled staff and this is growing at a rapid 
rate. 

The Certificate II in Retail Baking Assistance This course targets those 
who want to work in a retail baking environment, undertaking non-trade 
related work or working as a trade assistant. This Qualification is designed 
for application in supervised environments where the work is primarily 
predictable with some basic problem solving requirements. 

Our students learn to make pastries, breads and desserts to an Industry 
Standard, and the work will be sold through our Bakery attached to the 
Hospitality Department

Uniform: For this course, students will need to purchase a Black Polo 
Whipbird Shirt, Chef’s trousers and a skull cap from NCC Uniform Shop.

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment is ongoing throughout the course and students can accelerate at their own pace.  Skills required to complete the Units 
of Competency will be assessed in a variety of ways, e.g. written assessments, online, assignments, oral assessments, observation of 
practical work, etc.

PREREQUISITES Nil

Pastry and Bakery (Vocational Subject)- VET

FDF20510 CERTIFICATE II

RETAIL BAKING ASSISTANCE

To be deemed competent each student needs to complete 13 units:
• 8 core units
• 5 elective units 

CORE UNITS

FDFFS2001A  Implement the food safety program and procedures

FDFOHS2001A Participate in OHS processes

FDFOP2061A  Use numerical applications in the workplace

FDFOP2063A  Apply quality systems and procedures 

FDFOP2064A Provide and apply workplace information

FDFRB2004A Provide production assistance for bread products

FDFRB2005A Provide assistance in cake, pastry and biscuit 
production

MSAENV272B  Participate in environmentally sustainable work 
practices

ELECTIVE UNITS

FDFRB3005A  Baked Bread

FDFRB2003A   Produce meringue-based products

FDFRB2001A   Form and fill pastry products

FDFRB2002A   Prepare fillings

FDFRB1001A   Finish products

SITHFAB012B    Prepare and serve espresso coffee

SITXFIN201 Process financial transactions
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Senior Geography is concerned with people in different environments around the world.  Understanding how people adapt to, use 
and manage their environments helps students to think critically about the quality of human life, effective use of resources and how 
environments might be protected.  

This course is structured around the following themes:

a)  Managing the Natural Environment:

Responding to Natural Hazards
• local/national – Nyngan; Cyclone Tracey
• regional – Bangladesh

Managing Catchments
• local – Mountain Creek catchment
• national – Murray-Darling catchment

Possible Elective
• volcanoes – Pacific ‘Rim of Fire’
• managing the Amazon
• understanding weather and climate

b)  People and Development:

Contrasting Development
• global – patterns of development indicators

  – patterns of world trade / global debt

Feeding the World’s People
• global – developing / using water resources

  – developing agriculture
  – Aid agencies e.g. World Vision

Possible Elective
• women and development

c)  Social Environments:

Sustaining Urban and Rural Communities
• local  – Brisbane, Kenilworth

Planning Places
• local – Maroochy Shire
• national – Canberra

Possible Elective
• student / teacher choice
• urban industrial problems

d)  Resources and Environment:

Living within Physical Systems

• national – Great Sandy National Park
• global – Ramsar

Managing Resources
• regional – managing the Great Barrier Reef
• global – managing energy resources

Skills developed in Geography include:  fieldwork, report writing, 
working with maps, statistics, photographs and satellite images, 
evaluation of ideas and decision making. 

VOCATIONAL APPLICATIONS  
Geography is useful in the following types of employment:

Town Planner, Surveyor, Travel Agent, Cartographer, Journalist, Teacher, Real Estate Agent, Meteorologist, Flight Attendant, Public 
Servant, Public Relations Officer.

Geography skills and knowledge may also aid in the following tertiary courses: 
Anthropology, Architecture, Civil Engineering, Economics and Commerce, Education, Geography, Geology, History, Journalism, 
Psychology, Social Work, Surveying, and Tourism.

Geography (ATAR Subject)

HUMANITIES SUBJECTS

Field Trips and Excursions are an 
important component of the Geography subject

Geography involves the study of global implications 
as well as local and national
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Modern History helps in understanding why the world is like it is today 
and why people behave the way they do. Studying Modern History 
increases curiosity, wonder, and empowers us with the knowledge of 
how to answer our most fascinating and complex questions, using 
real evidence from the past.

In doing History, we connect with people who have lived before 
us and empathise with their hopes, dreams, fears and needs. We 
imagine the world from wildly different perspectives than our own, 
and reflect on what is right and wrong in human behaviour.

Best of all, Modern History offers opportunities to get to the truth – to 
inquire deeply, consider the evidence, and make decisions about the 
truth of an event, presenting our own arguments to prove it. 

The course consists of four semester themes:

Term Theme Inquiry Topic

Semester 1 
1 Studies of Conflict The Cold War

2 National History Australia’s relationship with Asia and the pacific in the 20th century

Semester 2
3 Local History A study of local memorial or heritage sites (ANZAC)

4 Studies of Hope Contested Space - the Rainbow nation - the era of apartheid in South Africa

Semester 3
1

National History
Contested Space - the Holy Land - the conflict over Israel and Palestine

2 Australia - the development of cultural identity

Semester 4
3 The History of Ideas 

and Beliefs

Imperialism - Europeans in China in the 19th century and the Communist 
Revolution in the 20th century

4 Imperialism - the British in India; Gandhi and the Satyagraha movement

VOCATIONAL APPLICATION  
Regardless of the employment you seek after school, these skills, and 
knowledge of History help equip you for life.  They may also help 
you gain employment in the travel industry, journalism, advertising, 
writing, public relations, teaching, public service, and research work 
in a variety of fields such as consumerism and industrial relations.  

The skills also equip you for the following tertiary courses:  
Anthropology, Archaeology, Architecture, Art, Commerce and 
Economics, Education, English, Geography, Government, Law, 
History, Journalism, Media Studies, Psychology, Social Work.

PREREQUISITES

Students must have achieved at least a ‘C’ in Year 9 Humanities.

Modern History (ATAR Subject)
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The subject Study of Religion looks at the place of religion in human 
affairs generally, as well as at specific religions.  The course follows 
a thematic approach whereby different aspects of religion are 
investigated using a variety of world religions as case studies.  All 
units investigate these themes through three aspects: the nature 
and significance of religion; world religions; and Australian religious 
perspectives.  

Study of Religion is a valuable subject because:

• Study of Religion helps students become aware of others’ beliefs 
and further understand their own. These studies can also help 
students develop an understanding of the ways that varied 
Religious contexts have influenced, and continue to influence, 
the formation of an individual’s world view and beliefs.

• Students develop research skills through the process of Inquiry 
by observing, interviewing, collecting and recording data. 
Interpretation and synthesis of this data is undertaken and 
students develop academic communication skills.

• Students’ skills in Higher Order Thinking are developed, by teaching the process of Analysis and Evaluation through the Inquiry 
Process. These skills are necessary for life and future academic study.  

• It can be a valuable source of communication between parents and students

• Contributes to your OP

VOCATIONAL APPLICATION  
Study of Religion is a course that helps prepare students for life. This course assists students to understand both history and current 
world events and contribute with understanding within a multi-cultural society.   This Study of Religion prepares students for any 
further study in the Arts and Education. Those wishing to Study Law, Psychology and Journalism  find both the ethical and religious 
understanding beneficial to their studies and the discipline of the Inquiry Process provides a solid foundation for further academic 
study. 

TOPIC RELIGIOUS SYSTEM STUDIED

Ritual:- rituals in world religions - Buddhism, Islam, Civil Religions

Ultimate Questions:- being human
- Australian Indigenous Spirituality, Judaism, Christianity, 

Hinduism, Buddhism

Religion-State Relationships:- religious freedom and the state - Christianity, Buddhism

Religion, Values and Ethics:- ethics in everyday life - Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism

Sacred Texts:- sacred text as foundation for belief and doctrine - Australian Indigenous Spirituality, Judaism, Christianity

Religion-State Relationships:- colonialism and Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander spiritualities and religions

- Australian Indigenous Spirituality, Christianity

Religion, Values and ethics:- the value of life - Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism

Ultimate Questions:- questions of meaning, purpose and destiny
- Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Australian Indigenous 

Spirituality

ASSESSMENT  
Assessment is based on criteria similar to those used in other subjects, not on 
levels of commitment in religious activities.  Assessment continues throughout 
the course to provide the updating of information on student achievement.

A range of tasks is used for this purpose including case studies, essays, 
research assignments, field studies, oral presentations, written tests and 
responses to stimulus material.

PREREQUISITES  
Minimum of a Sound Achievement in Year 10 English.

Study of Religion (ATAR Subject)

Christianity is an important component in
Study of Religion 

Study of Religion provides the student with
an insight into peoples and cultures
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
For many years, Japan has been and continues to be Australia’s number one trading partner; so the ability to be bilingual is highly 
regarded in many jobs in both

Japan and Australia. A number of young Australians also take advantage of living and working in Japan where opportunities exist in 
the field of language teaching, fashion, sport as well as business and finance. It has long term benefits in that knowledge is useful 
when travelling, studying, working or conducting business overseas.  Many employers in Australia are also keen to employ someone 
who has studied a second language. 

Year 11 & 12 Japanese will give students a great foundation for communicative Japanese, thus preparing them well for tertiary 
studies. Students will gain skills in a variety of useful grammar functions as well as an extensive knowledge of Kanji at a functional 
level. 

Topics covered include

•  Holidays in Japan and Australia

•  Entertainment, Sports and Hobbies

•  Saving Water and the Environment

•  Last year of School and Dreams of the future

ASSESSMENT  
All four macro skills will be assessed (reading, writing, listening and 
speaking) on a term by term basis.

PREREQUISITES  
Students need to have studied Japanese previously.

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Students may choose to study a range of LOTE subjects via distance education.  This incurs and additional cost which is charged by 
the provider of the course.

A very high level of motivation and independence is required for this type of study.

PREREQUISITES

Students need to have achieved a “B” in Year 9 English and at least one other academic subject.

Japanese (ATAR Subject)

LOTE SUBJECTS

Japanese uses technology to enhance
communicative skills

Distance Education (ATAR Subject)
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Mathematics General (formerly Mathematics A) is an authority subject and is a prerequisite for most tertiary subjects, particularly 
in the Arts fields. The subject focuses on practical topics rather than theoretical topics: topics such as finance, statistics, surveying, 
practical geometry, building, travel, some algebra. Much of the work done is authentic and practical so it’s vocationally useful and 
practically necessary.

ASSESSMENT  
With the new approach, assessment is an equal mix of value between 
intra-school assessment and external assessment in Year 12. In Senior 
School, there will be an assignment and tests for each year level over 
the period of a year and this pattern of internal assessment will be 
continuous from Year 10 through Year 11 and then into Year 12. 
Learning objectives will be a mix of knowledge of procedures or 
rehearsed work  with problem solving and mathematical modelling. 
There will be a continuation of the appropriate use of technology, with 
the requirement of a graphics calculator ( preferably the T1 84).

Year 10 and Year11 Mathematics courses will continue to be formative 
in nature and Year 12 assessment will be summative and culminate 
in an ATAR or percentage ranking at the end of Year 12. Year 10 course 
work will be aligned with the requirements of the senior course, and indeed a 
necessary preparation for Year 12 course work.

PREREQUISITES  
This subject requires at least a Sound achievement ‘C’ in Year 9 Advanced or Intermediate Mathematics courses.

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Mathematics Methods (formerly Mathematics B) begins in Year 10 and is an academic subject requiring good success in Year 9 
Advanced Mathematics.  Intermediate Mathematics does not contain the algebraic component required for this course. It is a much 
more theoretical and algebraically abstract course required for tertiary courses which involve a significant amount of academic 
mathematics. To account for the technology requirement, each student will need to have a graphics calculator and computer tablet. 
Topics covered include functions, statistics and probability up to research level, differential and integral calculus, trigonometric and log 
functions, and finance. VOCATIONAL APPLICATION  
For those students contemplating Engineering, the Sciences, high level Business Analysis, Architecture etc., it is highly recommended.

ASSESSMENT  
Year 10 and Year 11 courses will be formative only and students will be required to do intra-school tests and assignment work. Year 
12 is summative and the combined results of 3 inter-school assessments and an external exam will form an exit  percentage ATAR  
ranking.

PREREQUISITES  
There is the required alignment of Year 10 course work as prerequisite for Year 11 and 12 Mathematics Methods course work.

Mathematics General (ATAR Subject)

Technology, including GPS devices, are used in Mathematics

MATHEMATICS SUBJECTS

Mathematics Methods (ATAR Subject)
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Mathematics Specialist (formerly Mathematics C) is the most academic maths subject and is required for tertiary courses requiring 
high level maths skills in the Sciences, Engineering etc. Topics covered are quite different to those in Methods and include vectors, 
matrices, complex numbers, inferential statistics, proof, calculus, sequences and patterns, with significant use of technology 
devices, and assignments including mathematical modelling. The Year 10 course is an extra mathematics subject so the pedagogical 
approach is different allowing for more student directed work, creativity, and more various assessment styles, although it is subtle in 
the development of the communication, technological, and algebraic skills necessary for Year 11 course work.

VOCATIONAL APPLICATION  
The combination of Mathematics Methods and Specialist is required 
for students looking at university Maths, Science, Engineering and 
Technology courses as University level mathematics is significantly 
based on Mathematics Specialist.

ASSESSMENT  
Year 10 and Year 11 courses will be formative only and students will 
be required to do intra-school tests and assignment work. Year 12 is 
summative and the combined results of 3 inter-school assessments and 
an external exam will form an exit  percentage ATAR  ranking.

PREREQUISITES  
Students require a good result in Year 9 Advanced Maths to qualify 
for this subject. 
Mathematics Specialist can only be studied in conjunction with 
Mathematics Methods.  To progress to Year 11 Mathematics 
Specialist, students must achieve at least a “B” in Year 10 
Mathematics Specialist.

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Mathematics Essentials (formerly Pre-Vocational Mathematics) is an authority registered subject that is not specifically tied to an ATAR 
ranking outcome. This is a practical maths subject designed for students that only require basic mathematical life skills. Topics such 
as basic finance including loans, credit cards, profit and loss, bills, and this style of practical maths, and basic geometry life related 
applications. This subject still has some rigour and has similar assessments to the other maths subjects. This subject is ideally suited to 
those students intending to do VET courses and or TAFE courses.

ASSESSMENT  
Criteria based assessment and assignments.

PREREQUISITES  
Nil.

Mathematics Specialist (ATAR Subject)

Mathematics Essentials (Vocational Subject)
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
The subject consists of two practical lessons per week and two theoretical 
lessons.  Studies in the practical component of the subject could include Aquathon 
I & II, Volleyball I & II, Badminton I & II and Futsal I & II.  All practical units are 
repeated to allow the students to develop their skills and move to a higher level 
of performance.  Success in the theoretical component is vital for success in the 
subject as a whole.  

Topics covered include Sociology, Training Programs, Biomechanics, Energy 
Systems and Skill Acquisition.  

VOCATIONAL APPLICATION  
Physical Education is a good precursor to further studies in the medical field, 
sports medicine, physiotherapy, nursing and sport and recreational pursuits.

ASSESSMENT  
Assessment is based on practical tests, written exams, written essays and 
research reports.

PREREQUISITES  
Year 9 and 10 Physical Education is highly recommended with a Sound level of 
achievement and a strong interest in Physical Activity and experience in at least 
one competitive sport/activity. 

INTRODUCTION  
Recreation is a VET subject. A Certificate II in Sport and Recreation (SIS20313) will be acquired upon successful completion of this 
subject.

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
This subject consists of two theory lessons and two practical lessons per week.  The focus is on giving students practical skills in 
the sport and recreation field to assist those students interested in a career in this area.  Students may have the opportunity to get 
certificates in First Aid, Coaching and Still Water Bronze.  They will interact with Physical Activity in a variety of contexts including Racket 
Sports, Strength and Conditioning and Team Games.  Students will also be expected to gain experience in Sports Management by 
assisting in running school and community sporting events.

VOCATIONAL APPLICATION  
Recreation is aimed at those students interested in entering 
the Sport and Recreation Industry.  Making the effort to 
gain valuable certificates and practical sports management 
experience should prove to be invaluable.  Likely functions 
for someone with this qualification include providing support 
in the provision of sport and recreation programs, grounds 
and facilities maintenance, routine housekeeping, retail and 
customer service assistance, administrative assistance and café 
service in locations such as fitness centres, outdoor sporting 
grounds or complexes or aquatic centres. All job roles are 
performed under supervision. 

Job roles  
The following are indicative job roles for this qualification:

• administration assistant
• community activities assistant
• recreation assistant
• retail assistant

ASSESSMENT  
Assessment is based largely on practical skills and participation 
but also written tests and assignments. All assessment pieces 
(including observations and student-teacher discussions) are 
competency based, and therefore successful completion of all 
required assessment will provide the student with a Certificate II in Sport and Recreation (SIS20313). 

Important Note: To obtain this qualification students must complete all of the units of competency listed above .

PREREQUISITES  
There are no prerequisites for this subject. 

Physical Education (ATAR Subject)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION SUBJECTS

Biomechanics - one of the topics 
included in Physical Education

Recreation (Vocational Subject)- VET

SIS20313    CERTIFICATE II IN SPORT AND RECREATION

To be deemed competent each student needs to complete 11 units:
• 5 core units
• 6 elective units

CORE UNITS

HLTAID003 Provide first aid

BSBWOR202A Organise and complete daily work activities

SISXEMR201A Respond to emergency situations

SISXIND211 Develope and update sport, fitness and recreation industry 
knowledge 

SISXWHS101 Follow work health and safety policies

ELECTIVE UNITS

SISXFAC207 Maintain sport, fitness and recreation equipment for activities

SISOSRF201A Demonstrate surf survival and self resue skills

ICPMM263C Access and use the Internet

SISOODR201A Assist in conducting outdoor recreation sessions

SISXCAI102A Assist in preparing and conducting sport and recreation sessions

SISXCAI101A Provide equipment for activities
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Agriculture is a dynamic field of science that deals with plant agronomy, animal husbandry and sustainable management of 
agricultural production systems. In simpler terms, Agriculture is the practice of producing food and fibre in a way that maintains a 
healthy society and a healthy planet.  

Agricultural Science is a biological science that provides practical 
opportunities for students to explore agricultural concepts and 
systems and to investigate agricultural issues and problems. 
Students engage with the agricultural industry through the 
integration of three areas of study: plant science, animal science 
and agribusiness. Sustainable resource management underpins 
the course of study as students consider factors impacting on 
agricultural production systems.

This subject utilises outside the classroom inquiry-based learning 
as students conduct practical and research-based agricultural 
investigations. Students formulate questions, hypotheses and 
plans for agricultural investigations to collect, organise and 
analyse agricultural information. By comparing research results 
and agricultural industry standards, students simulate the 
work of agricultural scientists, managers and producers who 
attempt to meet and exceed industry standards. Students 
conclude investigations by evaluating information, making and justifying decisions and recommendations, and communicating with 
stakeholder audiences.

Excursions are an integral part of the course including a two day tour of either the Darling Downs or Burnett regions.

VOCATIONAL APPLICATION  
A course of study in Agricultural Science can establish a basis for 
further education and employment in the fields of agriculture, 
horticulture, agronomy, food technology, aquaculture, 
veterinary science, equine science, biotechnology, environmental 
management, business, marketing and agricultural education, 
research and development.

In 2016 it was estimated there were 5 job openings for every 
one Agricultural Science graduate. 

ASSESSMENT  
Assessment pieces include exams and enquiry based investigative 
reports.

PREREQUISITES - There are no prerequisite subjects for 
Agricultural Science.

Agricultural Science (ATAR Subject)

SCIENCE SUBJECTS

Agricultural Science offers a variety of career options
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Biology provides students with an understanding of the visual appeal and design of God’s creation.  Topics covered include:

•  Diversity (classification of animals, plants, microbes)

•  Cell Biology (structure, function and biochemistry)

•  Ecology (recognising the unique characteristics of Australian 
ecosystems)

•  Anatomy and Physiology (humans, plants and animals)

•  Genetics (inheritance patterns, biotechnology)

•  Theories of Origins

A study of Biological Science will provide learning experiences 
that will assist students in developing:

•  scientific processes, higher order thinking skills and 
appropriate attitudes towards the care of our environment 
and the value of human life

• the ability to recall specific knowledge

•  proficiency and safety in the use of field and laboratory 
equipment

•  appreciation of the brilliance and complexity of the biological world.

An extended field trip is conducted in Year 11 to give students a greater appreciation of the natural beauty and order of biological 
systems.  This is a compulsory component of the course and involves a cost per student.

VOCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 

Occupations based on an understanding of biological principles 
are too numerous to list here.  However, a few areas requiring a 
knowledge of biology include:

• Health – medical, pharmaceutical, dental, exercise 
trainers, sports medicine

• Agriculture – forestry, horticulture, farming, permaculture

• Environment – landscaping, eco-tourism

• Animal care – veterinary science, zoos, museums

• Hospitality – nutrition, microbes

ASSESSMENT
• Several supervised assessment tasks, including tests involving 

both short response questions and questions requiring higher 
order thinking;

• Extended response tasks.  

• An extended experimental investigation which requires the 
student to plan and carry out an investigation of his/her own 
design and then to produce a formal report on the results of the 
investigation.

PREREQUISITES  
A pass of at least a High Achievement ‘B’ in Year 9 Science is 
required.   To progress into Year 11 Biology, students must maintain 
a ‘C’ in Year 10 Biology.

Biology (ATAR Subject)

Biological Science provides an appreciation of the 
brilliance and complexity of the biological world

Dentistry is an occupation requiring the 
knowledge of biology

Careers in Agriculture, such as Forestry, require an 
understanding of Biological Science
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
Our everyday activities impact on the material world continuously, and so there must be a concern for the nature of the materials 
involved, i.e. their chemistry.

The public is often presented with conflicting information - should we mine uranium; does aluminium play a part in Alzheimer’s 
disease; should we spray our crops; or is ‘organic’ the best?  Chemistry should help students understand their natural world, to take 
a more responsible and critical approach to many issues, and to think logically and scientifically.  Some of the topics studied include:

•  elements, compounds and mixtures
•  atomic structure
•  organic chemistry
•  chemical reactions - rates, equilibrium, quantities
•  electrochemistry

ASSESSMENT

• Several supervised assessment tasks, including tests involving 
both short response questions and questions requiring higher 
order thinking; and more extended response tasks.  

• An extended experimental investigation which requires the 
student to plan and carry out an investigation of his/her own 
design and then to produce a formal report on the results of the 
investigation.

• Assignments in the form of Extended Response Tasks, for which 
the student is required to research a particular topic, and analyse 
his/her findings in order to respond to a particular question or 
situation.

PREREQUISITES  
A pass of at least a High Achievement ‘B’ in Year 9 Science is required.  Also, Chemistry students should have achieved a High 
Achievement in Mathematics in Year 9.  To progress into Year 11 Chemistry, students must maintain a ‘C’ in Year 10 Chemistry and 
Year 10 Mathematics General or Mathematics Methods.

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
In the past fifty years, we have moved through the ‘Atomic Age’, the ‘Electronic Age’, the ‘Space Age’, and into the ‘Computer Age’ 
- all derived from Physics-based technologies.  Physics is the study of the natural laws which govern our universe - to measure, model, 
predict, and experiment with the relationships which ‘cause things to happen’ around us.  

In Senior Physics, students will:

a)  investigate the fundamental laws of nature and the resulting observable phenomena 

b)  use mathematical techniques to extend the scope of their investigations; and 

c)  understand and use the methods of empirical science in experimental work.  

Not all students who study Physics will become physicists or astronomers, but 
all will benefit from the deeper understanding and appreciation of our physical 
world.  

ASSESSMENT 

• Several supervised assessment tasks, including tests involving both short 
response questions and questions requiring higher order thinking, and 
extended response tasks. 

• An extended experimental investigation which requires the student to plan 
and carry out an investigation of his/her own design and then to produce 
a formal report on the results of the investigation.

• Assignments in the form of Extended Response Tasks, for which the 
student is required to research a particular topic, and analyse his/her 
findings in order to respond to a particular question or situation. 

PREREQUISITES  
A pass of at least a High Achievement ‘B’ in Year 9 Science is required.  Also, Physics students should have achieved a High 
Achievement in Mathematics in Year 9.  To progress into Year 11 Physics, students must maintain a ‘B’ in Year 10 Physics and Year 10 
Mathematics General or  a ‘C’ in Mathematics Methods.

Chemistry (ATAR Subject)

Chemistry - relevant to our everyday world

Physics (ATAR Subject)
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CORE DESCRIPTIONS

 Christian Living (Vocational Subject)

NTRODUCTION  
Christian Living is a School Based subject that aims to develop and or understand a Christian worldview. 

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT  
In Christian Living, students engage with challenging and thought provoking material in order to motivate them to think deeply 
about the gospel message and what it means to them individually. Throughout the course students are presented with a Christian 
Worldview on a variety of subjects including relevant global and social issues. 

Year 10 Focuses on Truth and thoroughly considers the Truth Claims of the Old and New Testaments. Competing claims to truth 
from Humanism and science are considered and students are exposed to Christian responses to these claims. 

Year 11 Explores Relationships and Biblical teaching on healthy relationships and dealing with broken relationships.

Year 12 Focuses on the outworking of a Christian Worldview and Faith. Throughout the Year students consider what Faith in Action 
looks like and how Christians can outwork a Biblical response to pressing global issues of poverty and injustice. 

Throughout all 3 Years of the course, students engage in Community service which provides them with an opportunity to positively 
contribute to their local community. Students are expected to complete Assessment throughout the course to demonstrate their 
understanding and engagement of the Topics considered in class.  

Please following documents can be found on the Parent and Student portals.

NCC Assessment Policy & Procedures

NCC Technology Policy & Procedures

Senior School Induction Booklet
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